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Former Nixon aide 
gives seminar lecture 
on Reagan vs. Carter 
R~· TERRY SMITH 
News Editor 
Syndicated columnist and former 
Nixon aide Patrick Buchanan will 
compare the . Reagan and Carter 
administrations on Sunday in Kelley 
Auditorium at 2:30 p.m. His lecture 
is part of the O'Brien Seminar 
Sc~ics. 
Buchanan is a noted writer and 
lecturer on politics and government. 
His thrice weekly column appears in 
75 newspapers in the United States 
including the Cincinnati Enquirer. 
He has written for ·many national 
magazines including ''Nation," 
"Rolling Stone.". "Human Events," 
and "Conservative Digest.;' He has 
also published - several books, in-
cluding "The New Majority," and 
"Conservative Votes. Liberal 
Victories." 
A special assistant to the Nixon 
White House. Buchanan's responsi-
bilities included political strategy 
and speech writing for both Presi-
dent Richard Nixon and Vice Presi-
dent · Spiro Agnew. He served 
'throughout Nixon's six years in 
office and resigned during Gerald 
Ford's administration. 
Buchanan holds degrees from 
Georgetown and Columbia Univer-
sities and is a distinguished visiting 
lecturer at Troy State University in 
Troy, Ala. 
Buchanan is appearing through 
the O'Brien Seminar Series, which 
brings distinguished lecturers from 
many fields to campus. The lectures 
arc free and arc. made possible 
through the generosity of an anony-
mous donor. / . 
Black Awareness Week 
tlffers cultural insights 
By RICI! rAU,NCll,\I~ 
Nf\WS Report~r 
The Afro American Student 
Association (AASA) will be 
sponsoring its fifth annual Black 
Awareness Weck from Sunday. Feb. 
15 to Saturday, Feb. 21. 
Profile of AASA . .. 
see page 2 
"The purpose of Black Awareness 
Weck is to bring about an awareness 
for the university and the 
community of the contributions 
blacks have made in this counfry," 
according to Mike Williams. Black 
Awarncss Week chairman. 
"The week benefits students as a 
means of cultural awareness which 
will provide new . perspectives on 
hlack students." 
I his ycur's theme is the im-
port<1m·~ of-black wumen in today's 
society. City Councilman J. 
Kenneth Blackwell will address a· 
luncheon at I p.m. in the Terrace 
Rnom on Sunday, Feb. 15, to start 
the .week. Tickets arc $4 each, but a 
student on the 19-mcal plan can give 
his board number to the cafeteria 
and gain free admission to the 
luncheon. 
On Friday, Feb. 20. Sonia 
Sanchez, a black American poet, 
will give a poetry reading in the 
Xavier cafeteria at 8 p.m. 
Rounding out a full program of 
events will be the bahquct at 
Stouffer's Cincinnati Tower on 
Saturday. Feb. 21.at 6 p.m. Keynote 
speaker Barbara Sizemore will 
present her speech "Where is the 
Black Female Headed in the '80s?" 
"Everything is. coming off as 
scheduled," Williams said. "I am 
quite pleased and looking fora lot of 
student participation." 
CCE provides courses 
-from cartoons to ballet 
Education of the whole person 
today_ includes not orily the social 
sciences, philosophy, a.nd 
literature but also Donald Duck 
and aerobic movement. 
The College of Continuing 
. Education (CCE) will sponsor a 
series of non-credit courses 
beginning Feb. 20, with subjects 
ranging from the animated 
cartoon to CPR to ballet. 
Undergraduates . are eligible 
for discounts and can get more 
information at the CCE office or 
by calling 745-3355. 
Here arc the courses available, 
their dates and fees: 
Auto Mechanics for Begin· 
ners, Tuesdays, March 10-April 
28, $30. 
Photography Made Easy, 
Thursdays. March 5-April JO •. 
$40. 
Ballet, Saturda'y's, March 7 -
May 2, $20. 
Aerobic Movement for 
Women, Saturdays, March 7 -
May 2, $20. 
Yoga, Fridays, Feb. 20 - May 
I, $25.· 
Be Your Own Critic! The View 
from the Cincinnati Art 
Museum, Saturdays, March 7 -
May 2, $20. 
One.Guide's Guide to Travel, 
Wednesdays, Marci] 11 - April 
15. $35. 
Landscaping Your Home, 
Thursdays, March 5 • April 9, 
$35. 
Basic Conversational German, 
Fridays. Feb. 20 - May I, $50. 
The Animated Cartoon: Seven 
Minutes of.Genius, Thursdays, 
March 12 - April 23, $20. 
Cartooning and Illustration, 
Saturdays, March 7 - May 2, $25. 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscita· 
tio·n (CPR): Basic Life Support, 
Tuesdays, March 17 and 24; or 
Tuesdavs, Aoril 7 and 14, $3. 
Lind• B•th•llher Photo 
POKER ANYONE? From left to right, Jenny Graeser, Lori Harkins, Michele Grat, Mary Ellen Downey, Jenny 
Horsfall and Maureen Malley spent their "night out with the girls" In a Kuhlman Hall elevator. 
Nursing ·department at Edgecliff 
seeks to gain accreditation by fall 
Ry THEHESA CUSTER 
News Reporter 
Edgccliff's nursing department is 
working to oeco1i1c :iccreditcd in 
fall. 1981. An accreditation would 
distinguish the program from any 
other in the state. 
Chairperson Ida Casey explains 
that the nursing program. begun in 
1977. was developed "for the 
purpose of meeting community 
needs and a very essential need of the 
city of Cincinnati." 
Registered nurses who have 
grnduatcd from hospital schools of 
nursing or from associate degree 
programs in colleges can further 
education by obtaining a bachelor's 
degree in nursing from Edgecliff. 
Credits obtained at a hospital 
school of nursing normally do not 
transfer to bachelor degree 
programs because hospitals are 
service, not academic, institutions. 
Nurses who have graduated from a 
hospital school can test out of Edge-
cliff courses. 
Currently there is no accredited 
bachelor degree program for 
rcgi~tcn:d nurses in Ohio. Students 
must cam 136 credits to graduate 
from Edgccliff's nursing program. 
Consultants from the National 
League for Nursing visited Edgecliff 
last February and judged the 
program on five criteria: organiza-
tion and administration. students, 
faculty, curriculum and resources. 
facilities and services. 
The consultants' report \vas "on a 
positive note," said Casey, and 
Edgecliff has met most of the cri-
teria, but the department voted to 
defer action until fall, 1981 when the 
details of the Xavier acquisition 
could be finished. 
Casey has followed through on 
suggestions by the League to recruit 
more faculty, improve library 
holdings and add more secretarial 
services. 
The department is reviewing 
curriculum, admissions policies and 
Kid Day hosts area kids 
for day of fun and games 
Ry MARY SPRAUI .. 
New1 Reporter 
Kid Day will adopt the theme of 
Valentine's Day this year. With the 
slogan, "Give your heart to a kid," 
the annual benefit for local children, 
sponsored by Student Government, 
will celebrate the holiday on 
Wednesday, Feb. 11, from 12-5 p.m. 
In the past, Kid Day activities 
have entertained children from Cin-
cinnati schools and institutions such 
as St. Joseph's and St. Aloysius' 
orphanages. This year Xavier 
will host 50 to 60 students from St. 
Mark's elementary school. Most of 
the children will be third and fourth 
graders. 
Among the activities planned for 
the afternoon arc a concert by the 
King's lsla11d Clqwn Band, some 
cartoon movies, organized games, a 
magician at the O'Connor Sports 
Center, and an hour on the court 
with the men's basketball team. 
Senators Laurie Bernstein and 
Dwight Rochester, chairpersons for 
the event, are hoping for a onc-to-
one ratio of students to children. 
Sign-up sheets will be circulated 
throughout campus next week. 
Information on the event can be 
obtai.ncd from .the SG office (745-
3560) or Dwight Rochester (745-
3585). 
IDA CASEY 
faculty needs to see how they were 
affected by the acquisition. 
If accredited in the fall. the action 
would be retroactive eight months to 
include May, 1981 grads. 
, ~ 
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-----update-
1981-82 Senior Residents 
Then: will he a meeting Thursday. Feb. 5 in the OK I Room at 4 p.m. 
for st udcnts interested in a senior resident (SR) position for the· 1981-
82 school year. Applications will be available at the 1.nformation .D~sk 
in the Unh·crsity Center beginning Feb. 9. The deadline for submitting 
SR applications will he Wednesday. Feb. 11. at 5 p.m. 
Vegetarian Meal 
Then: will he a vegetarian meal at the Pied Piper tonight. heginning 
at :i:JO. The cost of the meal is SI. 
Computer Tutors 
The Xa\'icr University chapter of the A~sociation of Computer 
Machincrv announces their free assistance program to computer 
science an'd information systems students at the following times (the 
times in bold print indicate a tutor familiar with the IS 100 course): 
Mondav: 9:20-IO:lO a.m. Wednesday: 12:30- 1:30 p.m. 
10:30-11:30 a.rri. 12:45- 1:45 p.m. 
12:30- I :30 p.m. 2-3 p.m. 
6-7 p.m. Thursday: 9-10 a.m. 
Tuesday: 10-11 a.m. 1:30-2:30 p.m. · 
11: 15.m.-12:15 p.m. 4:30-5:30 p.m. 
2:30-3:30 p.m. Friday: 12:30-1:30 p.m. 
Wednesday: 10:30-11:30 a.m. 1:30-2:30 p.m. 
All tutoring is in Schmidt 302 (next to the Computer Center). If you 
have any questions or need a tutor but these times are inconvenient, 
call Maria-Rose Youstra at 745-3128. 
ManreH '80 1Hde1 
Next Monday. Feb. 9, there will be a continuous showing of slides 
from Manrcsa '80betweenI1:30a.m. and 12:45 p.m. Purpose: just for 
fun. The slides will be shown in the Univ. Center. 
ManreH Director Appllcatlon1 
A reminder: applications are being accepted for Director of 
Manresa '81: application forms at the Information Desk or any 
Campus Ministry office. 
Camping Trip 
Pied Piper is spons.oring a camping trip to the Red River Gorge 
from Feb. 27 - March I. Anyone interested should call 745-3365 for 
further information or to sign up. First come, first reserved. 
Attention Bu1lnaH Mators 
If you arc a full-time business major. there is something on campus 
you should know about: Delta Sigma Pi. Xavier is one of 144 colleges 
and universities throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico 
with active chapters of the international fraternity. 
Meet the Theta Lambda Chapter Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in the 
Terrace Room of the University Center. Dean Hailstones, a brother in 
Delta Sigma Pi, will be the guest speaker. 
...._,,,,,ESQUI 
Wed., Feb. 4 Cheese Coney Sale - across from Grill, all day 
Alpha Sigma Nu-OK I Room, Univ. Center. I :30 p.m. 
Vegetarian Meal - Pied Piper, 5:30 p.m. 
Philosophy Society - Alcove, Univ. Center, 7 p.m. 
Finance Club - Fordham Room, Univ. Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
Piper Liturgy - Pied Piper. 10 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. Evansville, away, 8:35 p.m. 
Thurs., Feb. 5 Film: "Dracula." Theatre, Univ. Center, 7 p.m. only! 
Senior Residents' Meeting-OKI Room, Univ. Center, 
4 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi - Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 6 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. Georgetown. Fieldhouse. 
7 p.m. 
Fri., Feb. 6 Study Skills - Fordham Room, Univ. Center, 10:30 
a.m. 
MBA Luncheon - Faculty Guest Room, Univ. Center. 
12 noon ' 
Pre-Law Society-OKI Room, Univ. Center, 1:30 p.m. 
Sat., Feb. 7 Delta Sigma Pi - Hearth Room, Univ. Center. 6:30 
p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. But_ler, Fieldhouse, 2 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. Ohio Dominican, Fieldhouse. 
4 p.m. 
Sun., Feb. 8 Lithuanian- Society - Faculty Guest Room, Univ. 
Center. 11 a.m. 
Classical Guitar Series - featuring Eduardo 
Fernandez. Bcllarminc Chapel. 2:30 p.m. 
O'Brien Seminar Series - featuring Patrick Buchanan, 
Kelley Auditorium, Alter Hall. 2:30 p.m. 
Mon., Feb. 9 Student. Senate Meeting - Terrace Room. Univ. 
Center. I :30 p.m. 
Social Science Career Opportunities - Fordham 
Room. Univ. Center. 2:30 p.m. 
Community Orchestra - Terrace Room, Univ. Center. 
7 p.m. · 
Tue~ .• Feb. 10 Sailing Club Meeting- Fordham Room, Univ. Center. 
7 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. Rio. Grande, Fieldhouse. 
6 p.ni .. 
Me11:s Basketball vs. Marquette. away, 9 p.m. 
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Vietnamese student seeks aid 
to reunite family in Cincy 
By STEPHf:N CAIN 
Edllor-ln-Chlel 
This is· a story about a happy 
ending ... but it's not finished yet. 
When sophomore Thao Hoang 
left her native South Vietnam three 
years ago, she had no idea she would 
end up attending Xavier University 
in Cincinnati. Ohio. Soon her entire 
family will he here. 
Two weeks from today, Thao's 
mother, father, two sisters and two 
brothers "'ill board a plane and lea,·e 
the French town outside of Paris 
where they have .lived since tt:ry Oed 
South Vietnam in 1979. 
Their destination: New York City 
and ultimatclv Cincinnati. 
It is not leg;11 for every memhcr of. 
a family to leave South Vietnam at 
the same time. Thao's older sister, 
Tham left the country a few years 
before Thao did. and moved to 
Clifton. Finally, a year after Thao 
left. the rest of the family was able to 
obtain passports. 
Dalal, the South Vietnamese town· 
in which Thao grew up. did not sec 
extensive military confrontation. 
but Thao remembers the sounds of 
gunfire and bombings she would 
hear at night. -
The North Vietnamese captured 
Dalat In Aprll,.1975, and the Hoangs 
ned, eventually landln1 In Saigon. 
A month later the communists 
took control of Saigon. 
Six months after the communists 
came to Saigon. they came to the 
Hoang's home and took Thao's 
father. Tuan. to prison. 
Tuan Hoang is a well-known 
journalist and poet in South 
Vietnam. He was, for a while. the 
director of a radio station that 
THE HOANG FAMILY, left to right ls Mr. Tuan Hoang, Tuyen, Thao (now at 
Xavier), Mrs. Lien Hoang, Thep, Trang, Thuyen end Them (who resides In 
Clifton). The picture .was taken et ChrlstmH, 1974 In Delet, South Vietnam. 
Four months later, communists captured Daiei. 
broadcast anti-communist news They will need to find jobs, and 
during the war. According to Thao~ have help with food and clothing 
his poetry is popular throughout the until they are settled. 
country and represented a threat to If you know of a home for the 
. the new communist government. Hoangs, or If you can help them In 
He ended up spending more thana any way, Thao asks that you contact 
year in prison. The government her at 745-3245, or leave the 
never made any charges against him. Information with someone at 
When they left Vietnam, the Bellarmlne Chapel. 
Hoangs travelled· to Paris. 
Now comes the part of the story 
that's not yet finished. 
The Hoangs will re-locate here in 
Cincinnati. They are being assisted 
\n their endeavor by Sister Eli1.abeth 
Fields and a sponsor group from 
Rcllarminc Chapel. A!t of yet they 
have not found a place for the' 
Hoangs to live. 
If she could, Thao would return to 
her homeland, but not until there isa 
change of government. All of her 
relatives live there. 
"We love freedom and we have it 
here," Thao said. 
Until Vietnam offers freedom, the . 
Hoangs will seek .their future in the 
United States. 
AASA: dedicated to community 
By MEG WEHBY 
New1 Reporter 
The Afro-American Student 
Association (AASA) was formed on 
Xavier University's campus in 1966. 
An instrumental figure in organizing 
the association and its first president 
was Ken Blackwell, former mayor of 
Cincinnati. Dr. Ralph Watson, 
alumni representative. wasalsoa key 
figure in the founding of AASA. 
AASA 's purpose, according to 
President Tony Brown, is "to 
provide a forum for the exchange of 
ideas and the development of solu-
tions to problems experienced by 
black people." The association 
strives to serve as a bridge between 
Xavier University and the black 
community. It is also representative 
of Xavier in community affairs. 
The first "Black Awareness 
Week," a major project for AASA. 
took place in 1970. The project's 
activities attempted to combat the 
problems encountered at that time. 
Activities included an organized 
boycott which led to increased wages 
and benefits for cafeteria employees. 
who were working under no 
contract. 
"Black Awareness Weck" is the 
focal point of February for AASA. 
since February is black history 
-month throughout the country," 
according to AASA Vice President 
Vinccne Brown. "The week helps 
black students as well as others learn 
about black history and aehicve,-
mcnts." 
In its earliest days. AASA also 
encouraged the University to offer 
courses which would attract black 
students. 
More recent programs in~ludc the 
formation of a task force on black 
students' concerns. The committee 
recommends to Xavier solutions to 
prohlcms experienced by the six 
percent of black students at Xavier. 
The task force consists of student 
representatives, and faculty and 
community members. 
· ·Th•: association offers counseling. 
••Jt::dng, and financial aid to blac~ 
~I Jdt•nis in addition to spcnsoring 
guest lecturers and rap sessions. 
AASA has also played a part in help-
ing to establish an office of Urban 
Affairs. 
AASA has both university and 
community goals. Acting as official 
spokesperson for blacks at Xavier. 
the association is a member of all 
local black community councils' 
including Evanston. Avondale. and 
West End community councils. 
AASA offers moral support to the 
community . by way of supplying 
informed speakers for church mcet-
i n gs, soliciting posters, and 
volunteering to help organize local 
businesses. 
Attempts arc also made to make 
X<jvier's facilities, such as the sports 
center and meeting rooms, more 
available to members of nearby 
Evanston and Avondale communi-
tics. According to Tony Brown, 
Xavier is not thought of as highly as 
the University of Cincinnati 
concerning their services to the 
community. 
Members of AASA will see much 
of their planning and hard work 
culminated in the activities of this 
year's "Black Awareness Week," 
Feb. 15-21. The agenda opens with a 
luncheon featuring Ken Blackwell, 
and ends with the fifth annual Black 
Awareness Weck e·anquet at 
Stouffer's. with a host of events in 
between. 
Brown stressed that all students, 
not only black, are welcome to 
attend all events. He believes the 
participation will help to decrease 
the communication problem he feels 
exists on campus. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
REPOR--TS 
Compiled by AMY SEARCY 
SG Sen.tor 
SPEAKERS COMMITTEE 
reported to Student Senate that 
hypnotist James J. Mapes wh9 was 
so popular with Xavier students will 
be returning on April 28 and 29 for a 
self-improvement seminar. 
Herb Graff. the famous blooper 
collector, will be visiting Xavier with 
his film ·and show on March 20. 
Finally, Speakers Committee is 
proud to be bringing Cleveland's cx-
mayor. DENNIS KIJCINICH to 
speak on Feb. 24. 
LITTLE SIRS' WEEKEND 1s 
coming up Feb. 27 and 28. Info is at 
Information Desk and letters arc 
being sent out. We hope everyone 
arid his little sibs participate. 
BUSES TO DAYTON for the 
Dayton game Fch. 27 will he 
sponsored by Student Government. 
ANNOUNCEMENT TO Al.I. 
Cl.UBS to allot their extra money 
for the SABB treasury. This is badly 
needed. More information can hr 
obtained from SABB. 
STU DENT GOV ER NM ENT 
NEEDS YOUR input/ideas on the. 
future integration of the Xavier -
Edgecliff Student Governments. 
This is the time for you to voice your. 
opinions. 
STUDENT SAVINGS CARDS 
are being sent soon to commuters 
and have been distributed to all 
dorm students. _ 
PICK UP SCHEDULE for the 
remaining films for this semester. 
Student Government sponsors 
p<1pula r films for$ I. These schcd ulcs 
arc available all around campus. 
Start thinking of suggestions for 
films you want on c_ampus next year! 
RICK ROCHESTEI~ is the new 
SC. Treasurer. 
DORM COUNCIL reported to 
the Senate on upcoming possible in-
vestigations of cafeteria food and 
transportiition to events such as the 
100. The council is also uss~mliling a 
ncw~lctter and entertainment info 
on local restaurants and bars ... 
• • 0 on 
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The News and Student Gov't 
Over the past week the News has been involved in a dialogue with members of Stu.: 
dent Oovernment. (SG). concerning t~e relationship between the two student organi-
zations. 
Let it become public record today that the News neither has had nor has any 
"vendetta" against Student Government as a whole or against individual members of 
the organization. 
At the same time, it is important to realize that the News does not exist as a public 
relati?ns organization for anyone. Its job is to objectively report the news as it happens 
on this campus. 
The News and SG are both student organizations. They can complement each other. 
Howev~r •. _they Ca!J in no way be considered as one body. It. is the ultimate 
respons1b1hty of the News to cover and comment on SG activities. When the Senate or 
any ·SG committee does something that is newsworthy, it- will be reported. 
In the same manner, SG can complement the News. Utilizing Student Government 
Reports, which the News has decided to initiate, SG can increase its exposure to 
students: Utilizin.g letters to the editor(which are open to all students), guest opinions, 
or submitted articles, SG could comment on the work of the News. 
Having these two ~tudent organizations working as adversaries is not beneficial to 
anyone. · 
J:I~~ev~r, the members of SG should realize that commentary concerning their 
act1v1t1es 1s not meant as personal attack. Instead, these opinions should be seen as 
constructive criticism, an attempt to help SG realize a potential that the News feels it 
has not yet attained. 
-snc 
(----Letters to the. editor---) 
Student Gov't Pres Falso says 
News is playing cat and mouse 
To the editor: 
It is too bad that members of the Xavier 
News Staff have nothing better to do with 
their ·time than play cat and mouse with 
members of the Activities Board. 
Terry, Smith was caught in the middle 
because he was denied his funds for the 
Speakers Committee. While he posed· as a 
Student Government Speakers Committee 
co-chairman to elicit statements from both 
parties, he saw the potential in his capacity asa 
news editor to make this a so-called "news 
story." 
Both parties, Assistant Dean for Student 
Development Dennis Moller and myself, were 
given the opportunity to retract statements 
Alumnus questions 
undergrads' loyalty 
To the editor: 
I have a real gripe with the current group of 
XU students. When I saw4400 fans at the XU-
Marquette game this week and about 95 
percent of them were alumni, I really had to 
question the dedication of some students 
toward making Xavier a total university. I 
drive JOO miles to Cincinnati for all of the 
games at the Coliseum and have seen some at 
the Fieldhouse. 1 can under~tand the lack of 
student support the weekend before finals 
against Miami and against Dayton during the 
semester break, but this past Monday night 
· was an absolute joke. 
I am sure some students have to study, but 
two hours out of their busy schedule is not too 
much to ask. I really wonder, however, how 
many were at home watching TV. 
Granted.the team is not performing at an 
NCAA Championship level at this date, but 
when Coach Staak's first eight players include 
four freshmen and two sophomores, mistakes 
but neither of us realized the scandal involved. 
Obviously Randal Mccravy did because .he 
wrote the article solely on Smith's 
information. · 
It has since been agreed that the 
conversation in question did take place in 
passing, but was not of great enough 
significance that it could easily be recalled. If 
only ·smith, representing the Speakers 
Committee, could have followed the rules, he 
would not have been able to cause so much 
trouble. 
I gladly accept Smith's resignation from the 
Speakers Committee. 
-, KATHY FALSO 
President, Student Government 
are bound to be made. Have a little patience. 
With Coach Staak and his. assistants, and 
another fine year of recruiting like the group 
of fine young men recruited this past year, you 
are going to be seeing a tournament-bound 
team in a year or two. I suppose by that time 
everyone will jump on the bandwagon. Well, 
the team needs your support now, and not two 
years down the road. 
To those of you who are attending games, I 
say, keep it up. To those who do not go, I say, 
get off your rears and make this school not 
only a fine academic institution, but one that 
will support all of the activities that XU has to 
o~~ . 
DANIEL R. LANG 
Ediior:~ note: Daniel Long is a 1977 graduate 
of Xavier. 
Let the grass grow 
To the editor: 
At the end of the soccerseason in November 
1980, the University contracted to do a major 
renovation of our soccer field. Under the 
The Bitter Truth . .. 
tert w\ \ \ W\o+ °'"'rive. 
~...,+ \ \ ,.; l 1~ \oe c'vs.e. ~ 
o 1\e ~l--•r~ \s. 2 ~yecl 
0 o~ J s.\-oC:k 
t:l It tl•rl"''t cos\ e~o~ 
\Xi· 1\~ Book ~+e~ ~s 
sc. re.we.J. ut0 
Needed: People taking risks!. 
I rarely agree with Patrick Buchanan, the 
columnist coming to speak at Xavier this 
Sunday. However, I found myself agreeing· 
with something he wrote in his column in last . 
Sunday's Enquirer. · 
RANDAL 
McCRAVY 
In his column Buchanan wrote about this 
country's need to be more daring, take some 
risks. I agree with this. Our agreement ended 
there, however. Buchanan's "risk" amounts to 
global suicide, nuclear holocaust between 
psychotic world powers. 
That is not my kind of chance, because I 
have never seen the rationale behind suicide. 
However, there is definitely a need for people 
to start taking some chances in this country. 
This need begins at the individual level. 
terms of the. contract the excavator had to 
plow and disc the field, mix 63 tons of sand 
into the ground to help prevent compaction, 
sow 650 pounds of grass seed, apply 800 
pounds of fertilizer and use 180 bales of straw 
in the final application. 
If this particular project is to realize success 
we must have full cooperation of the 
university community. Unfortunately,' on 
several occasions, people have gone on to the 
field for various types of activities. Activities 
so vigorous that even during the snow the 
straw was kicked up and laid on top of the 
snow. I am appealing to all people concerned 
to be considerate and to please stay off the 
field so that the seeds can germinate and begin 
their growth. Hopefully, our $3,600 
investment will be a success. This can only be 
accomplished if we have everyone's 
cooperation. 
THOMAS J. STADTMILLER 
Associate Vice President for Business Affairs 
One of the biggest risks must be taken by the 
college student of today, involving the future. 
It is very easy to make decisions based on the 
reality of the day, looking at "what is best in 
the job market today." This is the safe, 
rational way to go about planning for the 
future. 
However, perhaps everyone would be better 
off in the long run if today's college student 
decided to be a good person first, then went 
about deciding how he or she could best 
become a good person. That· could be by 
becoming an ethical business person, 
concerned with the good of others; it could 
also mean becoming a doctor and working in 
the poor urban areas, where physicians· are 
vitally needed. · 
At the same time, some people may discover 
that they could ·do more good in the 
"impractical" fields, like teaching or social 
service related work. These occupations may 
not be as financially secure as others, but the 
good that can be done through them is worth 
the risk. 
There are other ways that students can take 
some chances in order to. do something 
beneficial for themselves and others. Some 
may find it worth their while to give up some 
of their free time, which most students have 
when they· want to have it, and do some 
volunteer work. There arc many places in 
Cincinnati which need volunteers. A good 
place to start looking would be with the Xavier 
Student Volunteers. 
The point is, people have to start 
somewhere. The easy way out is to look at the 
problems that exist in the world and sigh with 
resignation about our limited capabilities to 
act. 
Students can benefit.from taking some risks 
in their lives. We can look at today's problems 
and do something about them. The only thing 
stopping us is. fear. 
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Staak prepares for Evansvipe 
coming off Oral Roberts victory 
B~· f,EORGE Cl.A \'TON 
Sports Reporter 
.\a\·ier takes on Evansville 
tonight. currently 15-4 overall and 3-
2 in the Midwestern City Conference 
(MCC). 
The Aces of Coach Dick Walters 
arc led by guard Brad l.eaf. who is 
good for 16.4 points per game. 
Xa1·ier. currently 4-3 in MCC play. 
could rind itself in a commanding 
position' in the race for first place. 
since the remainder of its conference 
games will he played at home.a place 
that has been quite nice to Bob 
Staak's Pack. 
Alumnus questions 
undergrads' loyalty ... 
See Letters to the 
editor, page 3 
"It's great to be back," sounded a 
jubilant Gary Massa. whose 16 
points helped lead Xavier to a 73-69 
defeat of Oral Roberts University at 
Riverfront Coliseum last Wednes-
day night. . 
Massa. whose senior season has 
been somewhat frustrating d UC to 
continual injuries to his right ankle 
and Achilles' tendon. complemented 
fine pcrformanc('.s by starters Tony 
Hicks ( 16 points), Dexter Bailey ( 13 
points). Steve Wolf ( 12 points), and 
Jon Hanley ( 10 points. 6 rebounds). 
Massa was .seven-for-seven from 
the field in a game which saw the 
Muskies shoot 62 percent from the 
field in the second half and one in 
which they missed only eight shots 
( 13 of 21 ). 
Despite Xavier's firepower, the 
Titans .had a few studs of their own. 
Frontliners Jeff Acres and Reggie 
Clement combined for 37 points and 
18 of OR U 's 36 rebounds and Steve 
Bontrager, the nation's leading free 
throw shooter, added 16 marks from 
long range. 
What many feel was a real turning 
point in the game occurred at the 
I :48 mark in the first half when the 
Titans' Gary "Cat" Johnson, who is 
as quick as his nickname implies, 
.. was forced to leave the game with an 
aggravated hamstring pull. Up to 
that time, Johnson had scored eight 
points, fourofwhichcameasa result 
of a steal and a lay-up. 
Dexter Bailey opened the second 
half scoring for Xavier with a 
patented slam dunk and the 
rejuvenated Musketeers began 
finding the nets from long range. 
Bailey, the 6-4 forward who plays a 
6-8 game. canned a three-point phiy 
at the 2:53 mark to give XU it's 
biggest lead at 67-59. Although 
victorv seemed imminent to the 
. Musk~tccr faithful at·that point. the 
Titans launched an aggressive all-
court effort to narrow the gap to 71-
67 with 18 seconds to play. but Steve 
Wolf's two free throws with 15 
seconds gave the necessary margin. 
P•m D•C•mp Photo 
Jon Hanley drives for two of hl1 10 polnt1 IHt Thursday at the Coliseum a1 the 
Mu1kles defeated Oral Roberti 73-69. 
Et1uc1tian11 C111ttr 
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Lady Muskies split conte~ts 
in trip to Carroll and YSU 
. . 
By Al.AN rARRA 
Sports Reporter 
The Lady M uskctccrs went north 
t h i s pa s t w c e k c n d. t o fa cc 
Youngstown State and John Car-
roll. The women came away with a 
spl'it. lbsing to Y ciungstown State on 
Friday 78-72 and· defeating .John 
Carroll on Saturday 63-56. 
A poor first half hurt the Lady 
M uskics Friday .night against 
Youngstown State as they fell behind 
41-29 at intermission. In the first half 
Xavier shot a dismal 30.7 percent 
from the field while allowing 
Youngstown to score 40 points from 
the field. The Muskies improved in 
the ·sec·ond half as they outscored 
Youngstown State, but were unable 
to approach Youngstown's 12 point 
halftime lead. 
Freshman Anne Ford led the 
·Lady M usketcers once again as she 
scored 22 points and also pulled 
down nine rebounds. Freshman 
.JoAnn Osterkamp and .Judy Smith 
chipped in 13 and 14 points 
respectively. For the game Xavic.r 
shot only 40.2· percent from the field 
and 40 percent from the charity line. 
Saturday· Xavier came back 
strong. defeating John Carroll 63-
56. The Lady Musketeers tptally 
dominated the game as Coach 
Massa used her starters sparingly. 
Freshmen Ann Clark and Chris Hart 
combined for 33 points while Barb 
Allanson added 11. 
The weekend trip brought the 
Lady Musketeers' record to 9-9. The 
next .game for the women is 
tomorrow against Georgetown 
University at 7 p.m .. in the 
field house. 
Let's split 
and have a 
Cokd. I ··--.,~ 
w ..-.: 
Genesee Cream Ale ... it's something different! 
. Genesee Brewing Co . Rochester. NY 
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Sports Commentary 
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sports coverage is something of a wake him up a little, but he does have the top, all-around sports reporter 
sport itself. a good knowledge of local sports. award. 
The Cincinnati headliners arc But when it comes to sports outside The best sports coverage belongs 
WLWT (channel 5), WCPO of Cincinnati, the Channel 9 sports to Channel 5. 
(channel 9), and WKRC (channel staff wins the Most Mispronounced 
12). Athletes' Names.Award. 
WLWT-TV is an NBCaffiliatc. In 
addition to whatever NBC sports 
programming channel 5 receives. 
they also have rights to local TV 
coverage of the Cincinnati Reds and 
Bcnga Is. The station's sports di rector 
is Zip Rzcppa. 
Zip isn't pretty, and his voice 
. won't lull you into a trance; but it 
might encourage you to turn to one 
of the other stations. 
WCPO-TV, located at 9 on the 
VHF dial. is hooked-up with the 
CBS television network. Channel 9 
receives a multitude of CBS sports 
feeds, but because of the Cincinnati 
market's lack of S\lpport, they opt to 
let the signal float in space 
.somewhere while they air some silly 
movie· that nobody bothered seeing 
when it first played in the cinemas. 
The senior member of Channel 9 
sports is Jack Moran. Jack looks as 
BUD 
O'CONNOR 
When WKRC-TV lost Fred 
Wymore, a sports reporting void was 
created. But Fred's cohort, Dennis 
Janson, has filled the gap amply. An 
ABC affiliate, TV-12 does broadcast 
many of the network sports, though 
on occasions they do forsake them 
for an old movie. 
In the final analysis, the most 
knowledgeable of the sportscasters is 
(believe it or not) Zip Rzeppa; the 
most aggressive sports reporting 
team is undoubtedly Channel 9; and 
* * * * * * * •. * * 
. Three cheers for Muhammad Ali! 
A couple of weeks ago he prevented 
a young man from jumping to 
certain doom by talking with him. 
And just last week, tlic Muhammad 
Ali Professional Sports (MAPS) 
pr.omoting firm was being 
investigated for embezzlement. 
However, Ali denies any knowledge 
of any wrong doings. All this proves 
is that Muhammad is an honest and 
compassionate human .being. Now if 
he could only do the boxing world a 
favor and retire (for good). 
* * * * * * * * * • . 
This week's quotable quote comes 
from an NFL referee who comments 
on spectators who second-guess a 
referee's call: "They're the kind of 
fans who sit way up in the stands and 
-criticize the ref for making a 
marginal call, and then when the 
game is over they can't find their car 
in the parking lot." 
.name: MARY KENDRICK team: SWIMMING 
yr: sophomore specialty: distance free 
ht: 5-10 hometown: J,afayette, Indiana 
Aquamuskies remain Berea champs 
as swimmers dominate competition 
Mary is a graduate of Central Catholic High School in Lafayette, 
Ind. In her four year career at Central Catholic she was voted the 
team's captain and MVP in three of those seasons. 
As a freshman at Xavier last year, Mary was the team's primary 
distance swimmer. Besides being voted the squad's MVP, she also was 
able to secure Muskie records in the lOOand 500 free, 200 IM, 100 back 
and the 200 and 400 medley relays. By LOUIS MURDOCK 
Sport1 Reporter 
The Aquamuskies were jumping 
off the railings into the pool in Berea, 
Ky., last Saturday as Xavier 
·successfully defended its grip on the 
Berea Relay Championship. 
Three-time champions in as many 
years, the team seemed especially 
proud of this year's win. 
Senior John Graham, a three-year 
letterman, recalls the last two 
championships in relation to this 
year. 
"We just werit in and overpowered 
the other five teams this year, with 
both depth and first place winners. 
The other two years we just got by, 
but this year we looked great," he 
938 Hatch - Mt. Adams 
621-366~ 
Every TUESDAY 
The big night with the small price 
on draft beer. 
Happy Hour 
Mon.-Fri. - 3-7 p.m. 
·Open Daily 3-2:30 
Mt. Adams easily accessible via 1-71 or 
straight down the Parkway and through Eden Park. 
d ~~,Wice, 1.967 
., 
• 
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said. 
Indeed, the Aquamuskies 
overpowered the competition in this 
year's meet. The team finished over 
30 points ahead of the second place 
When not in the water, she spends much of her time knitting and. 
doing needlepoint. She's an international affairs major and hopes to 
establish a career with a firm that has overseas connections. 
team, Centre College. · · 
However, the Aquamuskies had 
to pull their sources together after 
falling behind early in the meet. The 
first place finishing of Bob Kelly in 
the 200 yard.backsiroke and the 200 
yard freestyle relay team of Joe. 
Connor, Johnny Graharn, Sean 
O'Brien, and Mike Turner turned 
the meet around, and Xavier never 
trailed after that. 
Skaters fall to Can-Am 
Other first place finishers included' 
Lou Murdock in the 200 and 500 
yard freestyle and the 400 yard 
freestyle relay team of Graham, Bob 
Jacob, Kelly, and Murdock. 
Xavier coach Denise Counts 
thought that "things just took care of 
themselves and fell into pl!tce once 
we generated the momentum." 
The final point standing was: 
Xavier .............. I 15Yi 
Center ............... 82Yi 
Berea ................ 50 
Union ............... 48Yi 
Transylvania .......... 0. 
By TOM MURRAY 
Sporll Reporter 
A 5-3 victory over the Budna club 
last Tuesday did not inspire the XU 
hockey club last ·saturday as they 
lost to a strong Can-Am squad 5-2. 
The loss dropped the team's record 
to 2-3 in 198 L 
The Muskies held the Can-Am 
squad scoreless in the first period, 
but were unable to prevail in the 
second as the Muskies found 
themselves down 3-0 until Tom 
McPike was able to put Xavier on 
the scoreboard. Two Can-Am goals 
in the third period bruised the 
Muskies, but with I :33 left to play, 
Mc Pike was able to again score, this 
time off a shot by Sean Madden, to 
give the Muskies their final goal in a 
5-2 defeat. 
POUR HOUSE 
3166 Madison Road - Oakley 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
SPEED LIMIT (Pitcher Beer Night) 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
SPEED LIMIT (Pitcher Beer Night) 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
TOPAZ 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
TOPAZ 
SUNDAY NIGHT 
DEE FELICE AND HIS 
SLEEK CAT DIXIE BOP BAND 
"Always Good Food" 
ti/ 2:.W A.11 -· 871-9879 
The victory earlier in the week was 
the team's second come from behind 
contest of the year. Trailing 2-0 at 
the start of the second pei:_iod, Xavier 
goals by Mike Constantini and 
Frank Casale in that period brought 
the score to a 2-2 deadlock. 
The big break for the Muskies 
came early in the third period when 
Constantini scored a shorthanded 
goal to put Xavier ahead 3-2. 
Budna pulled its goalie _with the 
score 4-3 as a result of Constantini's 
second goal, but Casale had the 
game's final tally with thirteen 
seconds to play, giving the Muskies 
the 5-3 victory. 
The hockey club resumes action 
Saturday with a game against 
Kenyon College at the Dixie Bowl. 
GUADALAJARA 
SUMMER 
SCHOOL 
University of Arizona offers 
more than 40 courses: anthro· 
pology, art, bilingual educa-
tion, folk music and folk 
dance, history, political sci· 
ence, sociology, Spanish Ian· 
guage and literature and in· 
tensive Spanish. Six-week ses· 
sion. June 29-August 7, 
1981. Fully accredited grad· 
uate and undergraduate pro· 
gram. Tuition $330. Room 
and board in Mexican home, 
$340. EEO/AA 
Write 
Guadalajara 
Summer School 
Robert l. Nugent Bldg. 205 
University of Arizona 
Tucson 85721 
(602) 626-4729 
.... ,. 
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Compiled by KATIE DONOVAN 
Question: Do you feel compelled to act one 
way or another with regard to the situation in 
El Salvador? 
LISA KNOR 
Junior, Centervllle, Ohio 
"I think the question is if the United States 
should continue to supply military and 
economic aid to a country that violates human 
rights and against the wishes of the people. I 
feel each person should try to learn about El 
Salvador and make their own decision and act 
on it. As a result of my education on the issue. 
I do feel compelled to act on my decision." 
RICHARD PALENCHAR 
Junior, Parma, Mich. 
"I feel compelled to find out more 
infoqnation about both sides of the conflict. 
For example. how can the United States 
government feel such a threat from the 
Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR) that 
it would _actively support an unprincipled 
rightist regime. thereby jeopardizing a chance 
to be a positive force influencing the 
democratic development of El Salvador and 
other underprivileged third world nations? 
Also. what is the ideological and philosophical 
foundation of the FDR. a foundation which 
will be crucial in any peaceful development of 
El Salvador if and when the military Junta is 
overthrown'!" 
NANCY JARVIS 
Freshman, Clnclnnail 
"Yes, I feel that I should do something to 
end the United States' military support of the 
.I unta in El Salvador. One thing I plan to do is 
write to my congressman protesting the U.S. 
involvement in El Salvador. The problem is 
that the people of the United States do not 
know what is happening there. We need more 
protest from the citizens of the United States. 
The basic problem lies in the U.S,. foreign 
policy. This policy is only concerned about 
U.S. interests and not with the welfare of the 
people in the foreign countries." 
JERRY SCHUTZMAN 
Junior, Fort Thomas, Ky. 
"I feel the people of America must become 
aware of the terrible hardships of the poor in 
these South American countries. At the same 
time we must be aware that the communists 
are exploiting this situation in order to 
establish more Marxist slave states like China, 
Poland, Russia, and Cuba. The left's interests 
arc not the interests of the people, which has 
been shown by past experience." 
Wiihihc acq~isition of Edgecliff College this yea-r. ·xavic.r ~ounted .. inore 
undergraduate women than men in its enrollment for the first time in its 
history. 
Since the admission of women to the undergraduate colleges in 1969. the 
female population has been steadily growing. Prior to this time. the presence 
of "'.omen on Xavier's campus was largely due to sports events and dances. 
During the 1940s, homecoming queens from Edgecliff and other women's 
colleges were often given front page coverage in the weekly News. 
Although it took until the late 1960s for women to be admitted to the 
u~~e.rgraduate colleges, they were permitted to enroll in the evening 
d1v1S1ons as early as 1918 and the graduate school in 1948. · 
While the interviews of 1947 college men reprinted in last week's Muskie 
Memoirs had no counter response to the "ideal college girl," the men of 
1981 have the opportunity to read about the "ideal college guy." 
, In this week's edition of Muskie Memoirs, associate editor· Sandy 
Schroeder surveys the 1981 Xavier women's image of the "idea I college guy." 
According to Xavier women 
who were lnten·lewed, tlte ideal 
college guy should be intellfgent, 
wltlt a good sense of humor, and 
he should like atltloUcs. 
Ile doesn't have .to be 
gorgeous, but he should be 
clean-looking. A six-foot guy 
\\'itlt broad shoulders \\'US most 
preferred. Titree lndMclual re-
sponses are lfsted below. 
Marla Tafuri, freshman p~­
chology major: "The ideal 
college guy should be lntcllfgent, 
sensitive, strong, confident and 
ambitious. He should be con-
ccmed wltlt people and a 
tltinker. I would lfke him to be 
atltlctfcally Inclined, cute and a 
collegiate dresser. Ile should 
also be a challenge." 
Theresa Custer, senior jour-
nalism major: "My Ideal guy 
should be 5'9", two-and-a-half 
feet wide in the shoulders, wear 
white temtis shoes, straight leg 
jeans, a yellow sweater, have 
curly blond hair, and have no 
moustache or beard. He should 
be a lady's man who \\ill do any-
thing for me. He will take me oot 
to dinner and spend money on 
me. He should be an accounting 
major wltl1 about a 3.6 GPA who 
works in an accounting flmt 
downtown so he'll have a job 
when he gets out of school. He 
should also live in Hyde Park, 
play softball and drive an MG." 
Beth Brinkman, sophomore 
marketing major: "The ideal 
. college guy shoidd be fairly 
intellectual, a good conversa-
tionalist \\1th a good person-
ality, and a good sense ofhmnor. 
Ile should be i>trMng towards 
some goals. Ile should be a 
personable, well-rounded indi-
\'ldual, ltt\'oh·ed ln actl\'ltles, ancl 
able to get along witlt e\'eryone. 
I le should tuke care of his 
appearance and be neat and 
clcun." 
Certain girls were looking for 
otJ1erclmruct.eristlcs which went 
u little· be\'oncl tlte orcllnan· 
clcmunds: · · 
• a guy who would buy her all 
tJ1e beer and plzim she could 
drink and eat; ' 
• u guy wltJt bowed legs; 
• a guy with nice anns 
wearing a white long slee\·e 
Oxford shirt rollecl to just above 
tJtc elbow; 
• a guy who ls "a good kisser 
amt hugger." 
·--·- ·-
You set: 
The ideal 
college. guy 
• 3p1eees·o1r1S11met $2.49 Value 
now only 
• crisp lreneh lries 
• ZSoutbern·~ 
hushpuppleS. •••• 
God only knows how much needs 
doing. Millions don't even know 
why they're on this planet. Hunger, 
disease, ignorance, indignity and in-
justice keep millions. from reaching 
their full potential. 
Captg D's. 
There certainly is a lot to be done. 
If you would like to help as a mis-
sionary priest, brother or sister, 
write to: 
Fr. Dennis Conway 
Combonl Ml11lonar111 · 
8108 Beechmont Ave. 
Cincinnati, .Ohio 45230 
D Send me more information about.·· o missionary brothers 
DI would like to talk· to yo_ur vocation director:' 
0 missionary 
sisters. 
Name 
Address 
City ____________ State __________ Zip ____ _ 
Phone ( 
----------- Birth Date---------~-
·Ed·uardo Fernandez· 
next in Guitar Series 
The Xavier Guitar Series 
continues its current season with the 
appearance of Uruguayan guitarist 
Eduardo Fernandez in Bellarmine 
· EDUARDO FERNANDEZ 
Chapel on Feb. 8 at 2:30 p.m. 
Fernandez began his concert 
career in 1963 as part ofa duo-guitar 
team with his brother, and has 
performed as a soloist since· 1971. 
During the past decade, he has won 
numerous prizes and honors, such as 
being selected one of the four 
finalists in the Radio-France 
Competition, and attaining prize-
·winning status in the "Andres 
Segovia" competition in Palm de 
Mallorca. In addition, Fernandez 
has taught at international guitar 
seminars held in Sao Paulo and 
Buenos Aires. I-ic made his first tour 
of the United States in 1977. 
The program scheduled for 
Fernandez' Xavier appearance will . 
include works bv Bach, Ponce, 
Martin. and Villa--Lobos. 
·Tickets for the Eduardo 
Fernandez recital are $3 each. For 
further information. call 745-320 I. 
Ponty changing directions? 
By PETE THOMAS 
Enl~•lnmenl Reviewer 
The long-term listeners of French 
jazz violinist Jean-Luc Ponty may be 
somewhat disappointed by his latest 
recording, "Civilized Evil." The new 
Atlantic album seems to indicate an 
emphasis by Ponty on musical 
synthesis rather than musical purity. 
"Demagomania," the first 
arrangement, represents Jean-Luc's 
current, "new-wave" style. Its 
intonation is much different from 
the progressive violin sound which 
gave him prominence .. 
"Forms of Life" is one of two 
mellow arrangements highlighted on 
the album; the other is "Once Upon 
A. Blue Planet." Both songs express . 
well the inner feelings and melodic 
musicianship of Jean-Luc and his 
band. 
"Happy Robots" is an arrange-
ment that features the upbeat side of 
"Civilized Evil." "Robots" is 
primarily a funk score with a general 
rock-'n'-roll back beat. This is the 
normal mode for all progressive 
arrangements on the album. 
The band of Americans that have 
recorded this album with Ponty is 
somewhat different from the normai 
line-up of players with whom· he 
usually records. The new musicians 
are Randy Jackson (bass) and Mark 
Craney (drums). Jackson and 
Craney have also played a big part in 
defining Ponty's most recent sound. 
Overall, Jean-Luc Ponty has done 
a gopdjo~ji:t.IJ!l.rmonizing"Civilized 
Evil," but inany of his fans may not 
approve of the new musical 
directions he displays on the record. 
Grand. Canyon 
Nadonal 
Park .Lodges 
Early Spring &. Summer 
Full Time Opportunities 
We have many enrtry-level jobs available in our hotels 
and restaurants beginning at Federal minimum wage. 
Dormitories for employees are located within the Park 
and room charges are automatically deducted from 
wages. Cooking is not allowed in the dormitories, but 
meals are available at Employee Cafeterias ·at a 
minimal charge. We promote from within, but you 
must be willing to work at the job you accepted for at 
least 90 days before being eligible for tr an sf er to 
another department. 
If you are a hard-working individual, at least 19 years 
old, we invite you to apply. Married couples are 
welcome, but unfortunately, housing for children is 
not available. 
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Researching and rehearsing are 
the keys to cast of "Ladyhouse" 
By MARY ROESENER 
Entertainment Reporter 
Acting involves .more than just 
playing a part. 
Everyone knows that it involves 
building sets,. coordinating 
costumes, designing lights and hours 
and hours of rehearsal. What many 
people don't realize is that being a 
character in a play also involves 
research. 
This is a well known fact in 
professional theater, but on a college 
level, character research is not 
heavily stressed. 
Linda Dunlevy, director of 
"Ladyhouse Blucs"at EC, believes in 
character research and lots of it. 
"Ladyhouse Blues" is set in St. 
Louis in the year 1919. The cast 
consists of five women (a mother and 
her four daughters) who are ·involved 
·in several conflicts and have very 
different personalities. Dunlevy has 
asked her cast to research the 
situations they are involved with and 
also prepare a personal history of 
their characters. These histories 
involve things that are not directly 
mentioned in the play. They involye 
thoughts, feelings, motivations and 
incentives. 
Helen Clark, who plays the 
mother. Liz.· said the research was 
fun. 
"My character reminds me of my 
mother and grandmother," .said 
Clark. "By remembering them. I can 
relate to Liz better." 
Kim Pate, who plays one of the 
daughters, Dot, found out that they 
had the same economic troubles in 
1919 as we do now. "In fact, now we 
have the highest inflation rate since 
1919," Pate pointed out. 
Rene Wendt, whose character is in 
the labor movement, found out how 
labor unions were formed and did 
research on the Russian Revolution. 
The personal histories that 
Dunlevy asked the girls to make up 
let each cast member use her own 
creativity and imagination. 
Annie Fitzpatrick, a sophomore. 
English/ English Theatre major, said 
that from information given in the 
play she has an idea of what her 
character, Eylie, was like when she 
was little and what circumstances in 
her past make her think like she 
docs. "It makes my character more 
real to me," said Fitzpatrick. 
Dunlevy said that the personal 
history "helps to build a stronger 
character. If it isn't in the script, it 
must be in your mind." 
"Ladyhouse" is not your typical 
play. Since there arc only five people 
in the cast the atmosphere is one of 
both learning and friendship. In the 
two weeks that they have been 
rehearsing the girls have become 
very close to 'each other. They have 
become a family both on and off 
stage. 
Dunlevy has had a big part in 
creating this unity. She knows what 
she wants and the cast works 
overtime to see that she gets it. They 
are working hard, but they agree that 
they are enjoying every minute of it. 
"Ladyhouse Blues" will be 
performed at the Edgecliff Corbett 
Theatre on February 20, 21, 22, 23, 
26, 27, and 28, at 8 p.m. 
There will also be a private 
performance for Xavier/ Edgecliff 
students and faculty only on 
March I at 8 p.m. Admission is 
free to all perf~rmances with XU ID. 
"Tribute" is lacking in scope 
By BILL MODIC 
Entertelnment Reviewer 
"Tribute" is the latest in a long line 
of films to bring up the age-old 
question, "if the relationship 
between fathers and sons has been 
around ever since there were 
mothers, then how come no orie has 
ever done it right?" 
Everybody is part of one family or 
another; it is a very common 
situation. Yet no one has ever been 
able to exist in the situation without 
some conflict. Because of this, flocks 
of artists have attempted to make the 
"definitive'" artistic statement. 
"Tribute" is another of these 
attempts. 
Our subjects under observation 
are Scottie Templeton, a public 
relations man whose life is filled with 
ga_gs and schtick as he provides 
merriment for everyone else, and his 
son Jud, ·a serious young man 
heading for grad school, who wants 
everything in life to have a point. 
Scottie has just been told that he 
has cancer, and must now spend 
some time with Jud. Scottie sees this 
as the cue to teach Jud to "enjoy life" 
and provides him with a parade of 
laughs and yocks. Jud, though, still 
hating his father for ever leaving 
him,.rejects the whole plan; he wants 
a father, not P.T .. Barnum. 
The problem is reflected, and 
supposedly cleared up at the end, in a 
straight man-comedian analogy. 
Scottie has always been the comic, 
the one with the punch lines. He has 
always·given of himself to others, but 
without ever giving a real 
YOU KNOW ABOUT THE BDUJS AND BEES 
NOW LEAllN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY 
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before you aay "I do" to a diamond~ 
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commitment to anyone. Jud has 
always been forced, like the rest of 
the world, to serve as Scottie's 
straight man, and it is this being 
thrown in with the rest that he 
resents. But in this particular set-up, 
the "taking" is harder than the 
"giving." If Scottie can learn to take, 
then Jud will have to give. 
In the acting department, Jack 
Lemmon leads the pack well. His 
stylized, slick, constantly joking 
P.R. man is well-constructed. He 
makes everyone laugh without 
having to open up to anyone. 
Lemmon works the material that he 
is given to the maximum. Lee 
Remick, as his ex-wife and Jud's 
mother, is excellent as· the 
understanding woman who tries to 
be the catalyst between the two, but 
whose plans backfire. Other good 
supporting jobs are done by Colleen 
Dewhurst as the crusty family 
doctor, John Mailey as Scottie's 
boss, Kim Catrall as Jud's girlfriend, 
and Sally Haines as 'an aging 
prostitute friend of Scottie's. 
However, one sore point in this 
respect is Robbie Benson. The all-
important part of the son loses its 
impact with Benson's lack of screen 
presence and his delivery that sounds 
like he is sucking his gums. It 1s a 
• Continued on page 8 
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Biology dep't counters animal research· opposition 
8~ OA~IEI. FAGH 
News Editor 
A campaign to stop what is called 
"academia's hest kept and mos! 
tragic secret ... has been hegu n hy 
Friends of Animnls. (FOA). a 
national animal protection 
organization based in New York. 
In a recent news release. FOA 
headquarters claimed that 40 to 60 
million animals were bought. bred. 
caged. stan·ed. poisoried. mutilated 
and killed in the experimental 
lahoratories of the nation's 
campuses last year alone. 
Se\·era I memhcrs of Xavier's 
hiology department agreed with the 
organization in principle. but felt 
they lacked "perspective" and that 
their objectives were "rather far-
fctched." 
They also claimed innocence to 
the charges. 
Mrs. Anne Cusick, director of the 
experimental physiology lab, noted 
that experimental animals are 
among the "best fed and best kept 
animals around" and that any type 
of torture or deliberate inniction of 
pain is not tolerated. 
"As biologists." added Graham 
Petri. assistant professor of biology, 
"we have a responsibility to be 
friends of animals. No research is 
ever constructed to subject animals 
to pain without a reason for it." 
FOA campaign director. Mac 
Tribute 
From page 7 
tota I mystery as to why he ever was 
"discovered": a newcomer in this 
role would have been more effective. 
The script overall is very good. A 
little more nutsiness could be used 
right at the l?eginning to establish 
Scottie, but after that he is a fairlv 
constant character. Also. the la;t 
scene gets lost in i~sclf: what could 
have been a very point-filled tribute 
to Scottie is only a redundnnt re-
hash of the previous few scenes. 
But what seems to be the major 
flaw of the film is its small score» It 
reduces a father-son conflict to 
about two points. At the times when 
Scottie and .Jud do open up to each 
other, all sorts of resentments and 
trivial arguments should be voiced. 
No family relationship is this cut and 
dry; we arc shown only the start of 
the battles. We should sec enough 
struggle so that the final scene is 
indeed a tribute: a tribute to a new 
friendship of father and son. 
back page 
classifieds 
The hack pallr classifieds is a free scr- · 
,·ice offered 10 1he students, faculty and 
11aff of Xavier University by 1he Xavier 
,\'e11·s. To be published, ads mus1 be 
placed in the Nell's mailbox at the Infor-
mal ion Desk of the University Center 
before 3 p.111. Fridays. Space may be 
limited, so ads are printed on a first 
come, t'irsl serve basis. Ads must be rc-
1ubmittcd 10 be reprinted. 
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O\'crmcycr explained that his 
organization is out to stop the 
"mca ninglcss and unnecessary" 
bruta I experimentation. 
Sensitive animals die in 
experiments that are already well 
detailed in textbooks. They are 
tortured in psychological 
"I'd gladly sacrifice 
a million mice for 
my daughter." 
experiments solely to satisfy a 
researcher's curiosity and to justify a 
receipt of tax monies. The biological 
and technical alternatives to using 
animals are ignored." 
Cusick agreed that most 
experiments have already been done 
and detailed. but she vigorously 
denied that they were meaningless 
and unnecessary. 
"What vou read and what vou do 
reach different impacts. Th~rc is a 
lack of appreciation and of carry 
over from just reading," she said. 
Her colleagues echoed these 
sentiments. 
"Experiments have to be 
duplicated. Experiencing is part of· 
learning. And just because it has · 
been done before does not mean It is 
useless. You can learn techniques 
and principles," commented Dr. 
Carolyn Chamhers, assistant 
professor of biology. 
Pct ri noted that in order for 
scicnt is ts to progress. they have to 
repeat previous work. ·~You can't 
always believe what you read. That's 
the error the Greek philosophers 
made. You have to look and observe. 
Then you can always add to it. That 
is the ~vay to learn finesse for more 
complex c.xpcrimcnts." 
There was also considerable 
objection to the idea of non-animal 
m~thods of research and tcsti°ng. 
Cusick said that much of what we 
know about diet and disease is a 
result of animal research. 
"There is no way to research 
without living animals. You just 
can't wait until humans get sick. and 
then experiment on people." 
Petri rela'ted a story on how his 
daughter needed a stomach 
operation when she was two weeks 
old. It was an operation developed 
through animal experimentation. 
"She would have died after two 
weeks without the operation and I'd 
gladly sacrifice a million mice for my 
daughter. Many people would be 
dead today without research." 
Speaking for the psychology 
department, Dr. Vytautas 
I .J .. • 
Katie Donovan Photo 
Senior natural sciences mafor Ed Manzella selects a subject for his alcohol 
conditioning research experiment. 
Biclia uskas. professor of psychol-
ogy. said that animals are used to 
demonstrate learning principles. but 
that there is little or no 
cxpcrimcntatinn on animals. 
"Any experimentation that is 
proposed must be approved by the 
department and follow the special 
·codes for experimental animals put 
out by the American Psychologists 
Organization," he said. 
All charged that the FOA and 
similar groups lacked perspective. 
"Would they prefer that 
experiment on · so-called 'social 
undesirahles' such as people in 
prison or in mental wards rather 
than on a rat, a mouse, or a rabbit?" 
asked Cusick. 
Bieliauskas noted that in Britain 
where similar organi1.ations wield 
great influence, some research 
cannot be done on animals, but only 
on humans. · 
"Many of those FOA people take 
penicillin or allergy pills or other 
drugs every day which represent the 
very research that they arc against," 
added Petri. 
